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Abstract 
Let G be a finite group, let H be a subgroup and let A be the ring of integers in a number field 
K. We consider an A-algebra C,(G, H), (the algebra of endofunctions) of H-class functions on 
G. We show that if K is a suitable cyclotomic field then C,(G, H), contains an orthonormal 
basis and C,(G, G), = A On X(G), where X(G) is the character ring of G. 
0. Introduction 
In a recent paper, [3], we gave an orthonormal basis of the space ofcomplex-valued 
functions on a symmetric group G which are class functions relative to a Young 
subgroup H. In many respects this basis behaves like the set of irreducible characters 
of a finite group, in particular in the case H = G it is the set of irreducible characters of 
G, and generally we have a version of “column orthogonality” involving the order of 
the centralizer in H of an element of G. It is natural to enquire whether this is a special 
case of a theory valid for any pair (G, H), consisting of an arbitrary finite group G and 
subgroup H. The purpose of this paper is to describe such a theory. As a substitute for 
the ring of generalized characters we consider an algebra C,(G, H)A of functions from 
G to a Dedekind domain A which are class functions relative to H. (This is the algebra 
of “endofunctions” which we used earlier in the context of algebraic groups [2] to give 
generators for the algebra of invariants for the action of a general linear group by 
simultaneous conjugation on several matrices.) In [4], we considered the case in which 
A is a field of characteristic p > 0. Here, for the most part, we are interested in the case 
in which A is the ring of integers in a number field. 
Let A be the ring of integers in the field K = Q(c), where [ is a primitive mth root of 
unity and where m is the exponent of G. We show that K is a splitting field for the pair 
(G, H), by which we mean that C,(G, H)A contains an orthonormal basis. From this 
one can extract a proof of Brauer’s induction theorem. We return to the case in which 
G is a symmetric group, H a Young subgroup and check that the old theory is 
a special case of the new, i.e. that Q is a splitting field and the ring C,(G, H)z is exactly 
the L-span of the set of orthonormal functions considered in 131. 
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The proofs in this paper depend heavily on properties of transfer maps and 
restriction maps. Indeed, for fixed G, H and A the set of A-algebras C,(G, J)A, J I H 
may be viewed as an H-function in the sense of Green, [6]. However, in the main 
development, we argue from first principles in an attempt to make the paper self- 
contained. Some remarks on endofunctions from the point of view of Green’s general 
theory, in particular on defect groups, are made in the final section. 
1. Superclasses 
We start with a group theoretical observation. Let G be a group and let H be 
a subgroup. For y E G we let H(y) = niEryiHJ~-‘, the largest subgroup of H nor- 
malized by J’. We put S(y) = UhtHhH(y)yhK1. For example if ?’ E N,(H), the nor- 
malizer of H in G, then S(y) = HF. 
Lemma 1.1. (i) For y E G, n E H(J~) and h E H ,ve have H(hnyhK’) = hH(J’)hK’. 
(ii) The sets S(y), y E G, ji)rtn a partition cf G. 
(iii) For y E G and H = ~~xEX.xH( y), a disjoint union of’cosets of’H( y) in H, ,ve huce 
S(J) = u ..gH( y)yx - ’ (a dkjoint union). 
(iv) [j” H is ,jinite then ,fbr y E G we have 1 S( I’) 1 = 1 H /. 
Proof. (i) This is an easy check. 
(ii) We get from (i) that if y E G and z E S( I’) then S(Z) = S(v). The result follows. 
(iii) Suppose x1 H( y)yx; ’ n.uzH(J:)~~.x;’ # @ for .x1, .Y~ E X. Then H(y)yun 
uH(y)y # 8, for u = -UT ‘.Y~. Hence 4’uy-l E (u, H(y)) so that (u, H(y)) is nor- 
malized by J giving (u, H(y)) = H(y), u E H(J~), s,H(~l) = .u,H(y) and therefore 
.x1 = s2. 
(iv) Clear from (iii). 0 
Definition. We shall call the sets S(y), y E G the H-superclasses. 
Note that every H double coset of G is a union of H-superclasses. The rest of the 
paper is devoted to describing a character theory for each superclass. 
2. The algebra of endofunctions 
By a module we mean a left module. Let A be a Dedekind domain. By the trace of 
an A-endomorphism 0 of a finitely generated, torsion free A-module M we mean the 
trace of the linear map BP = 1 @,,, 0 E End,(M,), where MF = F 6Ja M and F is the 
field of fractions of A. If M is free over A then, choosing an A-basis of M, we can 
represent 0, as a matrix with coefficients in A and hence trace(O) E A. In the general 
case M is locally free, so if 1-1 is a prime ideal of A then trace(O) = trace(O,,) E A,, (where 
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H,,: M,, + M,, and A,, are the localizations at p). Hence we have trace (0) E 
n i>ESpec,A,Al’ = A. 
By a group pair we mean a pair (G, H), where G is a group and H is a subgroup. Let 
(G,, H,),(Gz, H,)begrouppairs.Amap%:G, + G2 will be called a morphism ofgroup 
pairs if Y is a group homomorphism and cc(H,) I Hz. We fix a group pair (G, H) with 
G (and H) finite. By an AC-lattice we mean an AC-module which is finitely generated 
and torsion free over A. We write I/ E Latt(AG) to indicate that V is an AC-lattice. 
For a subgroup J of G and I/ E Lett(AJ) we write Ind,F(V) for the induced module 
AC OAJ I/ E Latt(AG). For AC-lattices V, W we regard V’ OA W and 
I/* = HomA( I/, A) as AC-lattices, in the usual way. 
We denote by C(G, H)A the A-algebra of all functions f: G + A which are class 
functions relative to H, i.e. which satisfy f(.uy.x- ‘) =f( y) for all x E H, y E G. For 
a subset X of G we let ax: G + A denote the characteristic function on X. 
For I/ E Latt(AG) affording representation n: G + Aut,(V) and 8 E End,(V) we 
define the associated endofunction xs : G -+ A by x0(g) = trace(rr(g)o fI), g E G. Note 
that x0 E C(G, H)A. For V E Latt(AG) we set Co(G, H, V), = {x0: 0 E End,(V)}, an 
A-submodule of C(G, H),.,. We let C,(G, H)A = UVELatt,AGjCO(G, H, V),. For a func- 
tion,f: G -+ A we define f * : G + A byf*(x) =.f(x- ‘), .Y E G. If F is a set of A-valued 
function on G we put F* = {j”:,f~ F). 
Lemma 2.1. (i) [fD is a union sf H double cosets then cn E C,,(G, H, Ind$(A)),, in 
particular cG E C,(G, H, IndE(A)),. 
(ii) For I/, W E Latt(AG) we hal;e C,(G, H, k’ 0 W )a = C,(G, H, k’ )A + 
Co (G, H, W )A and C,(G, H, t’),. C,(G, H, W ),I G Co(G, H, V’ @A W )a. 
(iii) C,(G, H)A is an A-subalgebra qfC(G, H)A. 
(iv) For I/ E Latt(AG) we have C,(G, H, I/‘); = Co(G, Ii, V’*)A and hence Co(G, 
HE = Co(G, H)A. 
For (i) see [4, second paragraph of Appendix B]. For the second part of (ii) one 
observes that xa. xa = x2 oi p, for M E EndH( V ), fl E EndH( W ). (See also Appendix B of 
[4].) The rest of the proof is left as practice in writing out the definitions. 
Lemma 2.2. Let z: A -+ B be a morphism of Dedekind domains. 
(i) For V E Latt(AG) let I/, = B @A V E Latt(BG) be the lattice obtuined by base 
change. For H E End,(V) we have ~~~,~(y) = sc(xO(y)), y E G. 
(ii) For anyfE C,(G, H)A, thefunctionf” = M 9.f belongs to C,(G, H)B. 
(iii) The group f = Aut(A), of ring automorphisms qf A, acts on C,(G, H)A by 
.f” = y -f(.for ‘CX E r,,f E CdG WA)). 
Again, we leave the proof as an exercise. The last part is, of course, obtained by 
taking A = B in (ii). 
Lemma2.3. Let L hr a subgroup of G contLtinimq H. Then restriction 
C(G, H)A 4 C(L, H)A lakes C,(G, H)* into Co(L, H)n unci induces un isotnorphism 
r:,,Co(G, H)A + C,(L, H)/,. 
See Appendix B of [4] for the fact that restriction induces a surjection 
Co(G, H)A -+ C,(L, H)A by Lemma 2.1(i). Clearly z,,Co(G, H)A 4 Co(L. H)n is injec- 
tive. An element y of C,(L, H) is the restriction of some ,f’~ C,(G, H) so we have 
.I’= Ylr. = Yl,: ELI,. = (v,.h. and the map i:,~Co(G, H)A + Co(L, H),4 is surjective. 
Lemma 2.4. (i) Let (G, , HI ), (G2, H2) he group pairs und let x : G1 + Gz hr LI mor- 
phism. Then u induces un A-algebra homomorphism C,(G,, HZ)A + C,(G,, HI)* tukirzg 
.1’~ Co(Gz, Hz)A fo,f- x. 
(ii) [fJ I H then C,(G, H)A s Co(G, J)A. 
(iii) If’ z: G + G is un uutomorphism then c( induces Li n isotnorphistn 
C,,(G, H)A + C,(G, x(H))~ tukingJ’E Co(G, x(H)), tof, xml E C,(G, g(H)). 
Proof. Clearly (ii) and (iii) follow from (i). We prove (i). Let ,f E Co(G2, Hz)a. Then 
there exist V E Latt(AGJ affording the representation R: Gz + Autn( V), say, and 
(I E End,,,( I/ ) such that ,f ( y) = trace(R( y)(I) for y E G2. We denote by V” the AG,- 
lattice with the same underlying A-module structure as V on which G, acts via the 
representation R GI x. Then 0 E End,,> (I/ “) and so the function 11: G, -P A, given by 
g(y) = trace(R(zof))O) for y E G,, belongs to Co(G1, H,),. But Q =,fs x and hence 
,f’ c( E Co(G1, H1)A, as required. 0 
In the special case of (iii) in which x(y) = x~‘.Y ‘, for some .X E G (and all I’ E G ), we 
denote ,f a ’ by .f’“, for .1’ E C’,(G, H)A. Thus f*(y) =.f’(uV’~~.u), for ,f e Co(G, H)A, 
s, J’ E G. 
3. Transfer 
We shall often abbreviate C,(G, H)A to Co(G. H). Let J be a subgroup of H. We 
have, for V E Latt(AH), the transfer map Try: VJ + V” on fixed points, defined by 
Tr:‘(a) = C_tX.~l: (for u E VJ) where H = UIEX.cJ, a disjoint union of cosets. In 
particular, for V E Latt(AG) we have Tr:/ : End,,( V ) + Endlf( V ) which satisfies 
for 0 E EndJ(V), z: E I/. This gives part (i) of the following. The remaining parts, 
except for (viii), are left as exercises. For part (viii) we note that Co(G, 1) = Co(G. 1 ),,, 
the algebra of all functions G -+ A (e.g. by Lemma 2.1 (i)) and that 
)Z,,(Y)\.~:~,,(~, = Tr:‘(ci,,;), where Z,,(J~) denotes the centralizer in H and C,,(y) the 
tf-conjugacy class of y E G. 
Lemma 3.1. (i) We huge uy1 A-linear mup Tr~:C,(G,J) + C,(G, H) dqfined hy 
Tr:‘(f)( y) = x_x,,.f’(.um ‘y-u), 4’ E G. Moreover, fi)r V E Latt(AG), 0 E End,(V), we 
have Tr.?(Xs) = xTr;W). 
(ii) !f I is u subgroup of H containing J then Try = Try t Tr: : C,(G, J) + C,(G, H). 
(iii) For,f E C,(G, J), q E C,(G, H) we have Try(.fG) = Tr:‘(f)g. 
(iv) Tr$‘(EJ = JH:JIcG. 
(v) The image ofTr,” : Co(G, J) -+ C,(G, H) is un ideul of C,(G, H) und its cokernel 
has exponent dividing 1 H : J 1. 
(vi) For J, K I H utid f’~ C’,(G, K) we have T$(f) = C,,,Trj,Kx(f’“), where 
X is u set qf representutiues,for the (J, K) double cosets in H and K * = .uK.Y I, .Y E X. 
(vii) Jf Ji, J2, . . . , J,, is a set of subgroups of H such that g.c.d. (I H: J, (, 
JH:J*I, . . ..IH.J,))= 1 then 
C,(G, H) = i TrJh:CO(G, J;). 
i=l 
In particular this holds if { J1, J2, . , J,,,i contains u Sq4ow p-subgroup of H jbr each 
prime p dividing the order qf H. 
(viii) For any y E G we huoe I Z,(y)1e,,,(,, E C,(G, H). 
(ix) Jf A has a churucteristic 0 ,jield of jvctions K, say, then natural mup 
K @A C,(G, H),,, + C,(G, H)K is un isomorphism. In particular, C,(G, H)K is esactl? 
the algebra of K-valued H-clussjunctions on G 
Let X be a subset of G. If cx E C,,(G, H) we write CO(X, H) for c,CO(G, H). Let .C/’ be 
the set of H-superclasses in G. 
Lemma 3.2. (i) If S is un H-superclass then cs E C,,(G, H). 
(ii) C,(G, H) = @s,,,CO(S, H). 
(iii) For y E G trunsfer Tri,,, : C,(G, H(y)) + C,(G, H) restricts to an isomorphism 
5: C,W(y)y> H(y)) + C,(S(y)> HI. 
Proof. If S = S(y), with y E N,(H), then (i) holds by Lemma 2.1 (i). We now consider 
the general case. Let H = u sex.~H( y). Then, for ,f E C,( H ( y)y, H(y)) and z E G we 
have TrG(,,)(f‘)(z) = C,,xf’(.x- ‘z.x). Thus, from Lemma 1.1 (iii), we have 
Tr,H,,, (f’)(z) = .f (’ - lzx)’ ifz E S(J0 and .Y E X is such that s iz.~ E H(y)y; 
0, otherwise. (*) 
In particular we have that +(V) = Tr,Hc,,(eH(y,r ) E C,(G, H), proving (i). Clearly 
(ii) follows from (i). Also, (*) implies that T: C,(H(y)y, H( 4’)) -+ C,(S(y), H) is 
injective. Now forf’c C,(S(JJ), H) we have,f =,fi;sc,, =,f. Trj(,,(i:F,(Y)Y) = Tr~,y,(,fi:~,(r),.) 
so that s:C,(H(y)g, H(y)) ---* CO(S(y), H) is surjective, and the proof of (iii) is 
complete. 0 
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Lemma 3.3. For f E C,(G, H) we have CsEcf(s) E 1 H 1. A. 
Proof. By Lemma 3.2 (ii) we may assume that f~ CO(S, H), for some superclass S. 
First suppose that S = yH with y E N,(H). We havef= x0, for some 0 E End,(V) 
and I/ E Latt(AG) affording the representation n: G + Am,(V), say. Thus C,Y,,,f(s) 
= C hsH XR( yh). 
Let tJ = VH. Then C hEHf3~(yh)tl E U for all L’ E I/ (as y normalizes H). Hence 
trace (& ‘MyhI) = tra,,(, O,n,,( yh)). 
where 0,, E End,(U) is the restriction of 0 and n,( yh) E Aut,(U) is the restriction of 
z(yh), for h E H. Furthermore, q,(h) acts trivially on U = VH, for h E H, so that 
trace (zH M9i) = t (hEH race c Oono(yh) = IHI.trace(UOnO(y)) E 1HI.A ) 
as required. 
Now let S be an arbitrary superclass. Let y E S and H = uxExxH(y) (disjoint 
union). We havef = Trc,,,( g) for some y E C,(H( y)y, H(y)), by Lemma 3.3(iii). Thus 
we have 
g!(xl ‘x,sx, lx,) 
xr.x>~X.stH(y)y 
using Lemma l.l(iii). But g(x; ‘x,sx; ‘x1) = 0 unless XT ‘xZsx; ‘x1 E yH(y) and, by 
Lemma 1.1 (ii), this is only possible if x1 = x2. Thus we get 
sy,/s) = IX I c g(s). 
stH(y)y 
By the case already considered CstH(g)Bg(s) E I H(y)(.A so we get J7,sf(s) E 
IXl.IH(y)I.A = IH:H(y)l.IH(y)l.A = 1HI.A. iJ 
4. An orthonormal basis 
We introduce the nonsingular Hermitian form ( , )H on C(G, H), given by 
CL .4)H = h c f(YMY) 
YEG 
(for ,J g E C(G, H)c) where - denotes complex conjugation. We shall often write 
simply ( , ) for ( , )H. 
Lemma 4.1. (Frobenius Reciprocity). For J 5 H, 4 E C(G, J)c and $ E C(G, H), we 
have (Td’(4), $)H = (4, $1~. 
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Let K be a number field (which we view as a subfield of @) and let A be the ring of 
integers in K. 
Proposition 4.2. The idempotents in C,(G, H)A are precisely the characteristic .func- 
tions on unions of superclasses. 
Proof. Let f~ C,(G, H)A be an idempotent. Since f(x)’ =f’(x), for x E G, f takes 
values 0 or 1 and is therefore the characteristic function on some set T E G. Since 
f =.f.% = Is&f% we may assume that f is supported on some superclass S, i.e. 
T c S. But then by Lemma 3.3 we have I T 1 = C_xEGf(~)~ IH / A. Now 
/ T l/l H I = I T l/l S I is a rational algebraic integer and hence an integer. We must have 
)T)=OorJSJ,i.e.T=@orS,andf=Oor~~. Cl 
For a positive integer m we let i,,, = e2ni!m, a primitive mth root of unity. 
Lemma 4.3. (i) We have f” = (x off C,(G, H)A, for ,f E C,(G, H)A, and z E Aut(K). 
Suppose now that K is u subfield of Q((i,),for some m. Then we have: 
(ii) for uny,f E C,(G, H)A the complex conjugutefbelongs to C,(G, H)A; 
(iii) .for,L g E CO(G, H)A we kuve (L g) E A; 
(iv) for y E G, the transfer map Tri(,, : C,(H( y)y, H), + C,(S( y), H)A is un isometric 
isomorpkism. 
Proof. For (i) see Lemma 2.2(ii). Taking c( in (i) to be complex conjugation, we get (ii). 
For (iii) we note (5 g) = (f‘y, ec), which belongs to A by Lemma 3.3. The last part 
follows from Lemma 1.1 (iii) and Lemma 3.2(iii). 0 
We denote the character ring of G by X(G) and identify A @,X(G) with 
A. X(G) c C(G, G)A, when K contains all character values. 
Proposition 4.4. If K is a splitting Jield of G then C,(G, G),_, = A Or X(G). 
Proof. Let x an ordinary character of G. Then, since K is a splitting field, there is 
a finite dimensional KG-module I/ such that x(y) = trace(y, V), y E G. Let M be an 
AG-lattice in V containing a K-basis of V’. Then x = x0, where 8: M + M is the 
identity map. Hence x E C,(G, G)A. Thus X(G) G C,(G, G), and therefore A O. X(G) 
G C,(G, G)A. 
Let f 6 C,,(G, G)A. Then f E C,(G, G),, the space of all OZ-valued class functions on 
G. Hence f = CI= 1 UiXi, for some a,, , a, E C where x1, . , xl is the set of irredu- 
cible characters of G. For 1 I i I r we have, by the orthogonality relations, 
ai = (f, xi) = (f’ii, EC), which belongs to A by Lemma 3.3. HenceS E A @z X(G) giving 
C,(G, G)A z A OrX(G) and therefore C,(G, G)A = A OzX(G). 0 
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Definition. Let S be a union of H-superclasses. We say that subfield K of a cyclotomic 
field is a splittirzg,fieM for the pair (S, H) if C,,(S, H)A contains an orthonormal basis of 
C(S, H)e (where A is the ring of integers in K). 
Remark. If K is a splitting field of (S, H) and C,,(S, H)A contains the ortho- 
normal basis 4r, , h of C(S, Hk then #1, . , 4I is also an orthonormal basis of 
Co(S, H)A for if 4 E CO(S, H),J then 4 = xl=, (~5,4i)4; E Cl= 1 .4$i and hence 
cO(s, H)n = @l= 1 A$i. 
Lemma 4.5. Suppose that K is N sut$eld of’ u cyclotomic ,jield and II splitting 
,field ,for (S, H), where S is u union of’ H-superclasses. If K’ is u ,finite extension of 
K with ring qf integers A’ then the nutural mup A’ BA CO(S, H)+, + CO(S, H)*. is an 
isomorphism. 
Proof. Injectivity follows from the flatness of A’ over A. Let ,f be an element of 
CO(S, H)Az. Thenfbelongs to CO(S, H)K, = C(S, H)K, SO that .f = Cl=, ii~i, for some 
elements iLI, . , i, E K’, where @,, . , c$r is an orthonomal basis of CO(S, H)A. 
However, for 1 I i I r, we have ii = (.fb;i, cc;) which belongs to A’, by Lemma 3.3. 
Hence ,f belongs to the image of the map A’ @A C,(G, H)A 4 C,(G, H)A., which is 
therefore an isomorphism. 0 
Definitions. Let K be a subfield of a cyclotomic field and let S be a union of 
H-superclasses. We shall call an element of norm 1 is CO(S, H), an irreducible 
(S, H)-character (or irreducible K-character of (S, H) if the context so requires). An 
orthonormal basis of CO(S, H)A will also be called a full set of irreducible characters of 
(S, H) (or K-characters of (S, H)). 
Note that the number of irreducible characters in a full set is the C-dimension of 
C(S, H)( > i.e. the number of H conjugacy classes in S. 
Lemma 4.6. Let S he a union qj’ H-superclusses. Suppose thut K is a sul$eld of Cl(<), 
where i = im,fOr some m, and that CO(S, H)A hus an orthonormal basis 4,, . . , I$,.. 
(i) lf 4 E C,,(S, H)A is an element of norm 1 then 4 = k i”@jfor some n E NO and 
1 lilr. 
(ii) Jf’q5;, .. . , q5: is ulso orthonormal basis qf C,,(S, H)A then there e.uists a permutu- 
tion TC qf { 1, __. , r) and integers n,, . , II, sucl~ thut 4: = k c”l&,c,,,,fi~r 1 5 i I r. 
Proof. (i) Let 4 = I:= 1 L.i~i. Then we have 
1 = (4,4) = i: ciFi. 
i=l 
(1) 
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For some 1 5 j I r we have cj # 0. Now the Galois group Gal(K, Q) is abelian and 
contains complex conjugation. From (1) we get 1 = 11 a(ci)o(ci) and so 1 o(ci)j < 1 for 
all (T E Gal(K, Q) and 1 I i I r. Hence, by [9, Lemma 11.63, cj is a root of unity and 
(‘j = k [“for some n E BJ,, by [lo, Proposition 7.6.11. Now from (l), we get ck = 0 for 
k #i. Hence 4 = k <“q4j. 
(ii) Clear. 0 
We have a version of “column orthogonality”, as in ordinary character theory. 
Proposition 4.7. Let S be u union of supercla.sses und suppose q51, . , C#I~ is u,full set oj 
irreducible (S, H)-churucters and x, y E S. Then we have 
1 Z,(x)1 if s und y are H-conjugute; 
0 otherwise. 
Proof. Let .X ,, , x, be representatives of the H-conjugacy classes in S. We may 
express the “row orthogonality relations”, (&i, bj) = 6ij (for 1 I i, j I r) by the equa- 
tion MN = I in r x r-matrices, where 
M= & ($i(lj)). N = (&G) 
and I is the identity matrix. Now NM = I gives the result. 0 
There remains the problem of providing an orthonormal basis of CO(S, H),. This is 
solved, in effect, by the following. 
Lemma 4.8. Let y E No(H) und let L = ( y, H ). Let $ 1, . . . , $,. he the set qf L-stable 
irreducible chcrracters qf H. 
(i) For each 1 I i I r there exists a churucter xi, suy, ofL such thut xi 1 H = (I~, und if 
xi is also an irreducible churucter of L such that xi 1 H = *i then xi = I*iXi, jar some lineur 
character ui of L which hus H in its kernel. 
(ii) Let pi = C,n -xi, ,for 1 I i I r. Then $1, . , 4,. 
C(Hy, H),. In purticulur the number of H-conjuyacq 
number of L-stuhle irreducible charucters of H. 
(iii) Lf x is any irreducible character of L then ~~,n.x 
(iv) Suppose thut K is a splitting,field of H. Lf K is 
forms an orthonormal basis of 
classes in yH is equul to the 
is either 0 or hus norm 1. 
u splitting ,field for L, or H is 
u p-group and K is u splitting field .for O,(L), or H hus a complement in L then,,f& 
1 I i I r, zi (in (i)) may he chosen to be the character of a KL-module. Jf in addition, 
K is a subfield of a cyclotomic,field then 4,, . , &. isJul1 set ofirreducible K-characters 
of (Hy, H) and T&CO(H_t~, H)A G A -X(L). 
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Proof. (i) See [S, Theorem 2.141. 
(ii) For 1 I i I r, let Mi be a @L-module affording the character tii. Then, for 
1 I i I r, MT affords the complex conjugate $i. For 1 5 i,j < r we have 
trace( yh, Mi) trace( yh, Mj*) 
-l c 
IHI htH 
trace( yh, Mi @ Mf) 
-l c IHI hsH trace(yh, Hom,;(Mj, ML)), 
where we identify Mi @ Mj* with Horn, (Mj, Mi) in the usual way. Now 1 htH h takes 
Horn,.(Mj, Mi) into Hom,(Mj, MoH = HomH(Mj, Mi) and y (as it nomalizes H) 
preserves HomH(Mj, Mi). Thus we get 
trace( yh, Horn,,, Mi, M,)) 
= trace( y, Hom,(Mj, M,)). 
For i fj this is zero as Mi 2 Mj. If i = j then HomH(Mj, Mi) consists of scalar 
multiplications, by Schur’s Lemma, so that trace( y, HomH(Mj, Mi)) = 1. Thus we 
have shown (hi, ~j) = dij, for 1 I i,,j I r, and the functions 4,, r$2r . , 4,. form an 
orthonormal set. Hence we have dim, C( yH, H)e 2 r. 
Let N be an irreducible @L-module. Then N = Indi Y, for some irreducible 
@J-module Y, Mlith H I J I L. Now N decomposes into homogeneous H-compo- 
nents N I,, = N, @ Nz @ ... @ Nkr with J = (x E L: xN, = N,) and Nj is an irredu- 
cible H-module, for 1 <,j < k. Suppose we have k > 1. Then End,(N) has basis 
711, 712, ... , nk, where nj is projection onto Nj, 1 <,j 5 k. But the function 
x H trace(.xnj) vanishes outside J. Thus cyH. C,(G, H, N), = 0. Hence we only get 
a contribution to Co(yH, H), if k = 1, i.e. if NIH z MiII,, for some 1 I i I m. Then 
N z Mi @ C,, by (i), where cP is afforded by a linear character I( : L/H + UI ‘. We have 
End,,(N) = @ so that C,(G, H, N )c is spanned by the restriction to yH of the trace 
function on N, i.e. yh H ( pxi)(yh) = p(y)xi( yh). This function is a multiple of #Ji. 
Hence C(yH, H)c is contained in, and therefore equal to, the @-span of 
41,623 “’ > 6. 
(iii) See the paragraph above. 
(iv) Let 1 I i I r, let $ = I/I~ and let x = xi. If K is a splitting field of L then, by the 
definition, x is afforded by a KL-module. Now suppose that H is a p-group and that 
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K is splitting field for O,(L). Let Z be an irreducible KC?,(L)-module affording )! lO,,L). 
Then Z is L-stable. Now L is a semidirect product O,(L) + (T), for some 5 E L. Let 
p: O,,(L) + GL(Z) be the representation afforded by Z. Then p is equivalent to the 
reprersentation p’: O,(L) -+ GL(Z) given by p’(x) = ~(TXT- '), for .x E O,(L). Thus 
there exists x E GL(Z) such that p(z.xt- ') = xp(.x)cm I, for all .Y E O,(L). Now we may 
extend p to a representation c: L + GL(Z) by a(.utj) = p(x)xj, for .Y E O,,(L), j 2 0. 
Now cr determines a KL-module structure on Z and ~‘1~ = $, where 1’ is the 
character of the KL-module Z. The result also holds under the remaining hypothesis, 
by the last part of the argument just given. 
Let 1 I i I r and let Mi be a KL-module affording the character xi such that 
zij H = ii/i. Let Ui g Mi be an AL-lattice such that / Mi = K BA U,. Then 
4i( yh) = trace( $r, Ui), for h E H, i.e. $i = c,.If -x0,, where 8i E End,( Ui) is the identity 
map. Hence 4; E C,,(Hy, H)A, for 1 I i I r. We have already shown that the 4i’s form 
an orthonormal basis of C,(Hy, H), and hence a full set of irreducible characters. 
We now prove the final assertion. It suffices to prove that Trk(4J E A -X(L), for 
each i. We have 
Trk(4i) = T&E,,” * xi) = Tri(c,,H)Xi = 1 L : H I”pH%i. 
so it suffices to prove that I L: HI cyH E A .X(L). However, we have 
I L : HI cyH = 1 j, i( ym ‘)L, with the sum over irreducible characters of L/H lifted to L. 
So we have IL: HI t+ E A. X(L), as required. q 
Part (iii) of the following is a consequence of Lemma 4.4 and Brauer’s theorem on 
splitting fields, [l, Theorem 41.11, but we prefer to give a proof based on the 
development so far. 
Proposition 4.9. Let K = Q(i,), where m is the e.uponent of G. let S be un H-superclass 
und y un element qf S. 
(i) K is u splittiny,field qf (S, H). 
(ii) !f 41, , & is a ,full set of irreducible K- Bh ( uructers of (Hal, H(y)) then 
Tr&, ($1), , TrilYt(&) is u jidl set qf irreducible K-characters of (S, H). 
(iii) C,(G, G)A = A @,X(G) (Lvhere A is the ring of integers qf K). 
Proof. Note that (i) holds if H is a p-group normalized by JJ, by Lemma 4.8(iv) 
and the fact that p-groups and monomial. Furthermore, (ii) holds provided that (i) 
holds with H(y) in place of H, by Lemma 4.3(iv). In particular (ii) holds when H(y) is 
a p-group. 
Let K’ be a finite extension of K with ring of integers A’. We shall show: 
Co(S, H)A. E A’. C,(S, H)/, (*) 
By Lemma 3.1 (vii), we may assume that H is a p-group. By the opening remarks, K is 
a splitting field for (G, H) in that case, so (*) holds by Lemma 4.5. 
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We next show: 
C,(G, G)A s A .X(G). (**) 
By Lemma 3.2(vii) it suffices to prove Tt$CO(G, P)A s A. X(G), for every Sylow 
subgroup P of G. We have C,(G, P)a = OS, Co(S’, P)A, the sum over all P-superclasses 
S’. Thus it suffices to prove that T$C,,(S’, P)a 5 A -X(G) for each S’ and, by 
transitivity of induction and Lemma 3.2(iii), it suffices to show that 
Tr&,,CO(P(u)u, P(u))~ G A-X(L), for u E G, L = (P(m), u). But this is true by Lemma 
4.8(iv) and the proof of (**) is complete. 
We now choose K’ to be a splitting field of G containing K. We identify A Or X(G) 
with A .X(G). By (**) we have C,(G, G)A c A BL X(G) and, inclusion induces an 
isomorphism 
A’ Oa C,(G, G),zj + A’ O,, (‘4 On X(G)) 
by Lemma 4.4. By faithful flatness of A’ over A we must have C,(G, G)A = A On X(G), 
proving (iii). 
It remains to prove (ii), and hence(i). By the opening remarks we need only treat the 
case S = YH, y E N,(H). Now, by Lemma 4.8, CO(yH, H), has an orthonormal basis 
consisting of functions of the form xlyH, where x is an irreducible character of 
L = (H, y). Now such a function x belongs to C,(L, L)A, by (iii), and so 
x.e,H E C,(Hy, H)A. Hence Co(yH, H)A contains an orthonormal basis. 0 
We now indicate how Brauer’s induction theorem is obtained in the present 
context. The proof has quite a lot in common with one of the standard proofs, see e.g. 
[S, Section 12.71. 
Recall that a subgroup E of G is p-elementary, where p is a prime, if E z Q x C for 
some p-group Q and cyclic group C. Recall that E is elementary if it is p-elementary for 
some prime p. Let d = a(G) denote the set of elementary subgroups of G. 
Corollary 4.10 (Brauer’s induction theorem). X(G) = CEtC TrgX(E). 
Proof. Let A be the ring of integers in Q((i,), where m is divisible by the exponent of G. 
Let I(G) = CEECi A .TrgX(E). Note that I(G) is an ideal of A .X(G), which is 
C,(G, G)A by Proposition 4.9 (iii), and that Trzl(H) s Z(G) for every subgroup H of G. 
We shall show that 
I(G) = Co(G, G)A (*I 
Assume inductively that (*) holds for all groups of order smaller than 1 G I. Suppose 
that G has a normal subgroup N # 1 such that G/N is not elementary. Then 
[(G/N) = C,(G/N, G/N), and in particular we have cGIN E I(G/N). Hence for some 
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integer n there is, for each 1 I i I n, a proper subgroup Ei of G/N, pi E X(E,) and 
a; E A such that 
NOW if Ei = Yi/N and ,i& is the lift of pi to Yi, 1 I i < n, we get &G E I;= 1 aiTr$,(F;). 
By the inductive assumption ii E r(Yi), 1 I i I n and we get &G E CT= 1 ai. 
Tr$,l(Yi) E I(G). Now I(G) is an ideal of C,(G, G).., containing the identity element 
CG and hence I(G) = C,(G, G)A. Thus we may assume that for every normal subgroup 
N # 1 the quotient G/N is elementary. 
By Lemmas 3.2(vii) and 4.3(iv), to prove (*), it suffices to show that 
Tr~CdQy,QL c I(G), (**I 
where y E G and Q is a p-subgroup of G (for some prime p) maximal subject 
to being normalized by y. Let L = (Q, y). We have TrgC,(Qy, Q)A = 
TrfTrkC,,(Qy, Q)A G Tr%CO(L, L),,. Now if L # G we have C,(L, L)A = I(L) by the 
inductive hypothesis and therefore TrgC,(Qy, Q)a s TrzI(L) s Z(G). Thus we may 
(and do) assume that L = G. Replacing y by its $-part if necessary, we can assume that 
Y = (y) is a $-group. Now if the Frattini subgroup @(Q) of Q is not a 1 then G/@(Q) 
is elementary. Thus the p’ group Y centralizes Q/@(Q) and hence Q. But then G is 
p-elementary and there is nothing to prove. Thus we assume that Q is elementary 
abelian. If the centralizer Z,(y) # 1 then G/Ze( y), and hence G, is elementary. Thus 
we have Z,(y) = 1. 
Let x1, . . . , ]l,. be irreducible characters of L such that E,~ .x1, , cyQ-xr is an 
orthonormal basis of C,,(yQ, Q)A, as in Lemma 4.8. In order to prove (*), it 
suffices to show that Trg(ayQ - xi) = Trg(Eyp) Xi = 1 G : Q 1 Ebb. xi belongs to I(G), for 
1 < i I r. Since I(G) is an ideal of CO(G, G)A, it suffices to show that 1 G: Q leyy = 
1 y b,Q belongs to Z(G). But we have I Y leyQ = Try(c:,;) = TrFTrT(e:J E 
TrFC,(Y, Y), = TrF(A.X(Y)) E I(G). This completes the proof of (**), and 
hence (*), 
We now suppose G is any finite group and let I,(G) = xEE6 TrgX(E), an ideal 
of X(G). By (*), inclusion I,(G) -+X(G) induces an isomorphism 
A Or Z,(G) --) A 0 X(G). By faithful flatness of A over L we have Z,(G) = X(G), as 
required. 0 
The monomial representations are sufficient to determine C,(G, H)K, for K large 
enough. 
Proposition 4.11. Suppose K contains all mth roots of unity, where m is the exponent of 
G. Then we have 
CdG, WA = 1 CdG, H, NV),, 
E. v 
tvhere the sum is over all modules Indg V tvith E E cli (H) and V E Latt(AE),free of’rank 
I oL’er A. 
Proof. Most of the arguments have been seen already so we shall be brief. By Lemma 
4.5 and Proposition 4.9(i) we may assume K = Q(i,,,). If H = G then the result is 
a consequence of Brauer’s induction theorem. We let B(G, H) (resp. B(G, H)‘) denote 
c Ms ,, CJG, H, M)A (resp. C,v,, ,,, C, (G, H, !~4’)~) where c N (resp. N’) is the set of all 
modules of the form Indg V, for E E e’(G) (resp. E E B(H)) and V E Latt(AE) free of 
rank 1 over A. We first show B(G, H) = C,(G, H)A. Note that B(G, H) is an A- 
subalgebra of Co(G, H)A, by Lemma 3.2(ii), (iii) and Mackey’s tensor product the- 
orem. For J I H we have Try B(G, J) s B(G, H), by Lemma 3.1 (i), so by Lemma 
3.2(vii) we may assume that H is a p-subgroup. It suffices to show that 
CO(S, H)A c B(G, H), for each superclass S, and Lemma 3.3(iii) reduces to the case 
S = Hy for some y E N,(H). We have cs E B(G, H) by Lemma 2.1(i). By Lemma 2.3 
we may replace G by (H,),). Now for x E X(G) we have x E C,(G, G)A 
= BIG, G) c B(G, H) and hence x.cs E B(G, H). However, CO(S, H)A is spanned by 
functions of this form, by Lemma 4.8(iv), so that C,,(S, H)A s B(G, H), as required. 
Now cc E C,(G, H, IndgA) by Lemma 2.1. Hence C,(G, H)n = cG. B(G, H) 
E C,(G, H, Ind$ A). (1 .wt ,, Co(G, H, M),) c_ C ,\fE ,, C,(G, H, R/I 0 IndgA),. But 
now for A4 E N, by Mackey’s tensor product theorem, we have that M @ Indg A is 
a direct sum of modules in N’ and hence C,(G, H, M)A c x,M,E ,,, Co(G, H, M’)A. 
Thus Co(G, H)A = I,W.t ,,, C,(G, H, 1!4’)~, as required. 0 
Remarks. (1) From this description it follows that if K is a number field containing all 
rnth roots of unity, where m is the exponent of H, and K’ is a number field containing 
K then the natural map A’ aA Co(G, H)A + Co(G, H)As is an isomorphism (where A is 
the ring of integers in K and A’ is the ring of integers in K’). 
(2) Let S be an H-superclass. Let .Y 1, , s, be representatives of the H conjugacy 
classes in S and let 4,, . , cj~~ be a full set of irreducible characters. We shall call the 
r x r matrix (~i(.Uj)) a charucter tub/e of the superclass S. By Lemma 4.6, character 
tables of S can differ only by permutation of rows and columns and multiplication of 
rows by roots of unity. For an example we take G to be the symmetric group 
Symm (1,2,3.4,5, .5), H = Symm i1,2,3) x Symm {4,5,6) and S to be the superclass 
containing the cycle (142536). Then S has the following character shown in Table 1. 
We have the unit character I: = cs and minus (the restriction to S of) the sign character 
c, giving the first two rows. The remaining entries are obtained from the orthogonality 
rerlations. As we point out in the next section, a character table of any superclass for 
any Young subgroup of a symmetric group is given in 13, Section 11. 
(3) Let i = i,, where m is a multiple of the exponent of G. Let A be the ring of 
integers in Q(c). We have A = Z[<], by [ 1, Theorem 21 ,131, and thus any 
4 E C,(G, H)A takes values in Z [<I. In particular, as in ordinary character theory, if 
4 is an irreducible character and .Y E G then 4(.~) is a sum of roots of unity. 
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Table 1 
(14)(25)(36) (14)(2536) (142536) 
i: I I I 
D I -1 I 
% 2 0 -I 
5. Young subgroups 
For a finite set A we denote by S(A) the symmetric group on A. For a positive 
integer nz and a map f:A + [l, m] = (1,2, . , m) we have the Young subgroup 
S,= (o~S(A):f‘~rr= ,f 1. Young superclasses have been defined in [3] and we now 
check that the notion discussed there is a special case of our genera1 notion of 
superclass described above. 
Lemma 5.1. A suh.srt of S(A) is un S, Young superclass if und only lf if is an 
SJ-superclass (as &fined in Section 1). 
Proof. Since superclasses have size ( S, ( in both theories (by Lemma 1.1 (iii) above and 
[3, Section l,(3)]) it suffices to show that if W is a superclass as defined above then 
W is contained in an S, Young superclass. First suppose that W = Sfo for some 
CJ E Nsca,(Ss). By [3, Section l,(5)] the Young superclass containing (T is a union of 
S, double cosets, and hence equal to oSs. 
We now consider the general case. Let o E W and let J = niEnaiSSom’. Then J is 
a Young subgroup, J = S, for some positive integer m’ and some map y : A + [ 1, VI’]. 
By the case just considered, oJ, belongs to the Young S, superclass of C-J. But S, G S, 
and it follows from [3, Section l,(4)] that any S, Young superclass is contained in an 
S, Young superclass. Hence aJ belongs to the S, Young superclass containing cr. But 
W = UrtSr~J~~ml and the Sf Young superclass containing cr is a union of S, 
conjugacy classes (by the definition, 13, Section 11) so that W is contained in, and 
therefore equal to, the S, Young superclass containing (T. 0 
In 13, Section l] we gave an orthonormal basis (x”: 1 E 0,) (see [3] for the relevant 
definitions) of the space K(,f)c = C(S(A), S,), and showed the Z-span K(f) of this 
basis to be a subring of K(f),-. We now show that K(,f) is exactly the ring of 
endofunctions C,(S(A), S,),. 
For finite sets A, B and mapsf’: A + N, 9: B -+ N we define,fug: AljB + N by 
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For r~ E S(A), II E S(B) let a x rr E S(A6B) be defined similarly, i.e. 
(CJ x rl)(X) = 
i 
O(X) if x E A; 
71(x) if x E B. 
For 4 E K(f), and $ E K(y), we define 4.$:S(AtiB)+@ by 
(where 4 - t,b is 4 x $ on S(A) x S(B) and zero off it). 
Lemma 5.2. If& E C,(S(A), S,), and $ E C,(S(B), S,), then 4-G E C,(S(AljB), S,-,,s)r. 
Proof. We have 4 - I) = Tr$ysx (4 x $), which belongs to C,(S(AVB), SfJL by Lem- 
mas 2. I and 3.1 (i). cl 
Proposition 5.3. Let 
CO(S(A), S,), . 
f:A + [l, m] he a map fYom u ,finite set A. Then K(f) = 
Proof. The content of a map y : B + [ 1, m] from a finite set is defined to be 
P = (PI? Bz, ‘.. 7 Bm) E NJ,“, where pi = Iy- ‘(i)l, for 1 5 i I m. For each a E No” we 
choose a mapf, : A, + Cl, m], from a finite set A,, such that cxi = Ifam ‘(i) (, 1 I i I m. 
In particular we choosef,, =f, where CQ, is the content of,f: We form the Nr-graded 
abelian group K = QcrermT K,, where K, = K(fI) for M E No”. For 2, fi E N$’ the map 
faufO : A,\j,4, -+ [l, m] has content a + fi so there is a bijection s,.~: A,CJA, + A,+, 
such that ~~u~~ =fZ+s 0 z,,~. Now by [3, Section 3,(8) and (1 l)], there is on K the 
structure of an associative, commutative ring, with the product of 
4 E K(fJ, $I E K(fJ (for x, b E Nom) given by @$ = ($.$)‘xfl where 
for 71 E S(A,ilA,). 
Now let KI, = K,nC,(S(A,), S/j, for 2 E No” and K’ = @ltmr~Kj. Note that, by 
Lemma 5.2, K’ is a subring of K. Now let 2 E Nr and let S E S(A,) be an SfZ- 
superclass. Now the characteristic function ss belongs to K,, by the last paragraph of 
Section 1 of [3], and to C,(S(A,), Sf,)z, by Lemma 3.2(i) above. Hence K’ contains cs. 
However, K is generated by the characteristic functions on superclasses, by [3 Section 
3,(13)(a)] and therefore K’ = K. Thus K, E C,(S(A,), Ss,)n for every a E No” and in 
particular we have K(f) c C,(S(A,), SJ,),. N ow K(f) contains the orthonormal 
basis 1~“: I E O,,} of C,(S(A), S,),. Thus if 4 E C,(S(A), Ss)/ we have 4 = C, c,~” 
for some ci E @ and we get ci = (4, x”) = (4x”, as& E Z for each 1. Hence 4 E K(f) 
and therefore K(f) = C,(S(A), Sf)z. 0 
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Remarks. (1) Thus the orthonormal basis {x”: 1 E O,} (where c( is the content off) is 
a full set of irreducible (S(A), Ss)-characters and Section 1 of [3] should therefore be 
seen as a substantial worked example of the theory developed in this paper. 
(2) The argument of the proof yields a variant of Proposition 4.11 for symmetric 
groups. Precisely, we have C,(S(A), S,), = 1, C,(S(A), S,, M)L, where M runs over 
modules of the form Ind, sca)Z for Young subgroups J c S,. We let X(f) = 
1, C,(S(A), S,, M)hr where M runs over modules of the form Indf’A’Z, J a Young 
subgroup of S(A). To see the result one goes through the above argument with 
KL = K,nX(fn) in place of KL. (Note that K” = 0, Ki is a subring of K by Lemma 
2.l(ii) and Mackey’s tensor product theorem.) This gives C,(S(A), Ss)z = X(j) and 
now one finishes using the argument of the last paragraph of the proof of Proposition 
4.11. 
Corollary 5.4. Let G be a symmetric group und H a Young subgroup. Then Q is 
a splitting field for the pair (G, H). 
Proof. We have G = S(A) and H = S, for suitable A and f: Then 
C,(S(A), S,), = K(f) contains the orthonormal basis {I’: 1, E O,} (where u is the 
content 0f.f). 0 
Remark. The result also follows from Lemma 4.8(iv) and the well-known fact that 
Q is a splitting field for the symmetric groups. 
6. Remarks on defect groups and bases 
We fix a finite group G and subgroup H. For a Dedekind domain A, the algebras 
C,(G, J)A, J I H, form an H-functor in the sense of Green, [6]. We leave the detailed 
verification of the axioms, [6, Section 1.31, to the reader. The maps TJ,K and R,,. are 
transfer Trf : C,(G, J)A -+ C,(G, K)A and inclusion C,(G, K)A + C,,(G, J)A, respec- 
tively (for J I K I H). 
First consider the case in which A = k, a field of characteristic p > 0. This was 
already considered in [3, Appendix B]. However, working within the framework of 
axiomatic representation theory, [6], one can illuminate and improve on the earlier 
treatment, as we now briefly indicate. 
We have the equivalence relation on G defined by x - y if f(x) = f (y), for all 
f E C,(G, H)k. The equivalence classes will be called the H-endoclasses with respect to 
k. The algebra C,(G, H)k is exactly the k-span of the characteristic functions es, S an 
endoclass of G. Note that if S is any H-superclass, x E S and x - y E G then 
1 = +(x) = .sS( y) so that y E S. Thus any H-superclass is a union of H-endoclasses. 
A similar argument shows that if J I H then any H-endoclass is a union of J- 
endoclasses. 
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Let S be an H-endoclass. For J < H, cs is called J-defective if Ed E TryCo(G, J)k. 
From the above remarks, f:s is J-defective if and only if cs = iTr:‘(cs.) for some i, E k 
and J-endoclass S’ G S. A minimal element of (J 5 H: cs is J-defective) is called 
a defect group of cs. The defect groups of cs form a single H-conjugacy class of 
subgroups, 16, Proposition 3.361. 
Let P be a Sylow subgroup of H. Then T$‘CO(G, P)k = C,,(G, H)k, by Lemma 
3.1(v), and hence cs is P-defective. Therefore a defect group Q, say, of cs is a p- 
subgroup of H. Let S’ c S be a Q-endoclass such that cs = i.Trg(CS.) for some i E k 
and let _r be an element of S’. By Lemma 3.2, Tr&, : C,(G, Q(Y))~ 4 Co(G, H)k 
restricts to an isomorphism C,(Q( y)y, Q( Y))~ -+ C,(S,( y), Q)k, where S,(y) is 
the Q-superclass containing y. Thus I:~. = T&,,(f) for some .f’~ CdQ(~9.r~ Q(J)). 
Hence 
ES = E.Trz(E,,) = I,Trg 0 Tr&,,(J’) = Tr&,,,(i_,f) 
so that c, is Q( y)-defective. But Q(J) I Q and Q is a defect group of cs so Q(y) = Q. 
Hence y E S’ normalizes Q. Since Q is a p-group we have S’ = Qy (see [4, Appendix B, 
(6)l). 
Let J’ = :p.yp. be the p-decomposition of y and let r = (y,,‘). We claim that Q is 
a Sylow subgroup of the centralizer Z,(?,,(J,,.) normalized by J. First we show that 
Q centralizes Y,,., i.e. Q’ = Q (where r acts on Q via conjugation). Since I‘ is a p’ group 
it suffices to show that f centralizes Q modulo the Frattini subgroup, i.e. 
(Q/@(Q))‘= Q/@(Q). Suppose for a contradiction that this is not the case. We 
have Q/@(Q) = (Q/@(Q))’ x V/@(Q), by Maschke’s theorem, where V’/@(Q) is the 
sum of all the nontrivial irreducible [F,,P-submodules of Q/@(Q). Let 
Q/@(Q))‘= E,/@(Q). Since E is a p-group normalized by J, the E-endoclass 
containing J’ is 17~1. We have 
where Q = uIE7.fE (disjoint union). However, if t- ‘1~ E Ey then JT~-' E tE, i.e. 
tE E (Q/E)“” c (Q/E)’ = E/E. Thus Trf(a,?)(J’) = 1. Thus Trf(CEY) E C,(G, Q)k 
is not zero, is supported on S’ = Qy and has value 1 on 2‘. Hence Trf (c,,.) = I:~,. 
But then 
cs = I.Tri (cs.) = i,Tr$Tr$ (+),) = 1TrL’ (cEv) 
contradicting the minimality of Q. Hence Q centralizes yp.. 
Let Q* be a Sylow subgroup of ZHty)( y,,,) containing Q which is normalized by I’. 
We claim that Q = Q*. Suppose for a contradiction that Q # Q*. Let R be a maximal 
subgroup of Q* containing Q which is normalized by y. Thus /Q*: R 1 = p and 
y centralizes Q* modulo R. We have 
Tr$*(CR,.)(j*) = / (t E T: tmlJ’t E RJ~) (. 1, = I(Q*/R(“?)(. I,, = IQ*/R(. 1, = 0 
(where T is a set of coset representatives for R in Q*). Now Tr$*(ERr) is supported on 
the Q* endoclass Q*y and zero on 4’ and therefore Tr~*(l-:& = 0. We have 
Now Tri(ERp) is supported on the R-endoclass Ry and hence a multiple of cRJ,. But 
Trr(c,,) = 0 so we get cs = 0, a contradiction. Hence Q = Q*. 
We have shown that there exists an element J’ of S such that a Sylow subgroup Q of 
Z,,,,(y,,,) normalized by J’ is a defect group of cs. It follows that S = UhtHhQ_l:h- ‘. 
From this description it follows that the same applies to any J E S. 
Proposition 6.1. Let S be an H-endoelass ofG with respect to a,field k ofeharaeteristic 
p > 0 und let y E S. 
(i) Any Sq~lo\v subgroup of Zn,,,,(y,,,) is u defect group of cs. 
(ii) Jf Q is a Sylow subgroup ofZn(,,,( y,,,) normalized by y then S = UhElrhQyh ‘. 
Now let A be the ring of integers in a number field. For any 0 # M E Spec(A) we 
have the natural map k Oa Co(G, H)A = C,,(G, H),jM. C,(G, H)n + C,,(G, H)kr 
where k = A/M. We claim this map is surjective. By 14, Appendix B, Remark 31, 
C,(G, H)k is spanned by endofunctions x0, for 0 E End,(kQ) where kQ is the permuta- 
tion module defined by some finite left G-set s2. However, the natural map 
k OA End,(An) + EndH(kn) is surjective, e.g. by the explicit basis given by Iwahori, 
see [7, Section 6.1, Remark]. It follows that x0 is the image of 1 Oa ~8 under the 
natural map k @A C,(G, H)A + C,(G, H)k, where (5 E End,(Aa) induces (I on kB. 
This proves the claim. 
Let Map(G, A) be the A-algebra of all maps G + A. Then Map(G, A) is integral over 
Co(G, H)A so that the natural map Spec(Map(G, A)) + Spec(C,(G, H)A) is surjective 
(cf. [S, Section 11.41). Now Spec(Map(G, A)) = G x Spec(A) consists of the ideals 
(.f E Map(G, A):f’(y) E M), (y, M) E G x Spec(A). Hence Spec(C,(G, H),) = (M,: 
I’ E G, M E Spec(A) j, where M, = [.f E C,(G, H)A: .1’(~) E Mj. Now fix 
0 # M E Spec(A) and let k = A/M. Then Spec(CO(G, H),/M. C,,(G, H)A) is the set 
(MY/M: y E G}. By a similar argument we have Spec(C,(G, H),) = (I,: y E Gj, where 
I, = (.f E C,(G, H)k: .f(y) = 0). The map Spec(C,(G, H)n + Spec(k Oa Co(G, H)A) 
takes ZY to M,, y E G, and is therefore surjective. Thus k On C,,(G, H), -+ Co(G, H)k is 
a surjective morphism of finite dimensional k-algebras inducing a bijection on spectra. 
An element of the kernel lies in every prime ideal of k @,4 Co(G, H)n and is therefore 
nilpotent. 
Proposition 6.2. For 0 # M E Spec(A) and k = AIM, the naturml map k Oa 
Co (G, H)* + C,(G, H)k is surjectice and has nilpotent kernel. 
Let S be an H-superclass. We have the H-functor. which assigns to a subgroup J of 
H the A-albegra C(J) = CO(S, J)a. We shall give the defect base of this functor: the 
calculation is copied from 16, Section 5.11. First we recall, from 161, some definitions 
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and notation. For subgroups J, K i H we write J sHK if some H-conjugate of J is 
contained in K. For a set of subgroups 23 of H we definej23 = {X I H: there exists 
Y E 23 such that X IH Y }. We say that ‘8 is j-closed if j’23 = 23. For sets of subgroups 
U and 93 we write 11 ~~23 if for each X in U there is some Y E B such that X I~ Y. 
Let C be an H-functor with structure maps T,,,, RK,J, for J I K I H. Let 23 be 
a set of subgroups of H. We say that C (or C(H)) is ‘&projective if 
C(H) = CBcs TB,&‘(B). A set of subgroups I) of H is called a defect base of C(or C(H)) 
if the following hold: 
(i) for a set !I3 of subgroups of H, C is !&projective if and only if 9 1~23, and; 
(ii) T! isj-closed. 
We fix an H-superclass S. We are interested in the H-functors C: J H C,(S, J)A, 
Ck:J~CO(S,H)kandkO,C:J~kO,C,(S,J)(forJ~H),wherekisthefieldof 
fractions of A/M for M E Spec(A). The structure maps for C and C, are the transfer 
and inclusion maps. The H-functor k @ A C is obtained from C by base change. Each of 
these functors has a unique defect base by Proposition 4.2 and [6, Theorem 11. Let 
T! be the defect base of CO(S, H)A, let I)(k Oa CO(S, H)A) be the defect base of 
k O,., CO(S, H)A and let a(C,(S, H)k) be the defect base of C,,(S, H)k. 
Now CO(S, H)A has identity sS and Trp(+) = 1 H 1~s. This shows that 
F @A CO(S, H)A has defect base 1 and, as in [6, Section 5.11, we get 
3 = fi ‘D(ki @A Cots, H)A), 
i=O 
where k, = A/M,, . . . , k, = A/M,,, where Ml, , M, are the minimal primes of 
A/I H 1. A and where k, = F. Note that the set of characteristics of kl, . . . , k, is 
precisely the set of primes dividing 1 H 1. Let 1 I r 2 n, let k = k, and let p be the 
characteristic of k,.. By Proposition 6.2 and [6, Proposition 3.3.2(b)] we have 
B(k @A Co(S, H)A) = B(C,(S, H),). Let S = SIu ... US, be the decomposition of 
S into H-endoclasses over k. Then &s = C:= 1 tzS, is an orthogonal decomposition of cs 
into a sum of completely primitive idempotents. Hence by [6, Propositions 3.33 and 
3.361 we have ~(Co(S, HhJ = u:= ,j ID;}, where ~~ is a defect group of as,, I I i I t. 
Thus, by Proposition 6.1, we have that a(C,(S, H)k) is the set of p-subgroups Q of 
H such that, Q centralizes the $-part of some element of S. Puting all this together we 
obtain the following. 
Proposition 6.3. The defect buse of Co(S, H)* is the set of subgroups Q such that, for 
some prime p, Q is u p-subgroup of H which centralizes the p’-part of some element of S. 
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